Developing protocols for experimental research and data processing

Managing quantitative and qualitative surveys

Analyses and decision support in the field of human resources and social and clinical psychology

Designing and implementing interventional research protocols

Enhancing and communicating on international scientific research

Université Savoie Mont Blanc Research, Experimentation and Expertise Unit: Wellbeing and Health Consultation Unit (called ABISA)

Technical platform for experimental psychology

Clinical measurements, self taken or not (scales and tests), survey and questionnaire methods

Experimental behaviour measurements (performances, decision making, taking risks and behavioural disorders)

Physiological measurements (investigating the autonomic nervous system and viscerception, stress reactivity index, cardiac variability, electrodermal activity, electrogastrography, biofeedback)

Research themes

LIP-PC2S research work focuses on 4 themes:

- Clinical Psychology and Cognitive Processes
- Social Cognition
- Prevention
- Risk and Adaptation to Changes

Networks and partnerships

Main collaborations

- Grenoble Academy
- Grenoble University Hospital
- Oncology pole of Lyon Auvergne Rhône-Alpes (CLARA)
- Metropole Savoie (Chambéry) Hospital
- Regional Administration for Work
- Santé Publique France
- Grenoble Neurosciences Institute
- Armed Forces Biomedical Research Institute
- ABC Psychotrauma network

Main international relations

- Universities of Louvain (UCL), Liège (ULg), and Bruxelles (ULB), Belgium
- Universities of Genève and Lausanne, Switzerland
- Universities of Boston, and Southern California, USA
- University of Swansea, UK
- University of Sunshine Coast, Australia
- University of Lava, Canada

Skills and expertise

- Developing protocols for experimental research and data processing
- Managing quantitative and qualitative surveys
- Analyses and decision support in the field of human resources and social and clinical psychology
- Designing and implementing interventional research protocols
- Enhancing and communicating on international scientific research
- Université Savoie Mont Blanc Research, Experimentation and Expertise Unit: Wellbeing and Health Consultation Unit (called ABISA)
- Technical platform for experimental psychology
- Clinical measurements, self taken or not (scales and tests), survey and questionnaire methods
- Experimental behaviour measurements (performances, decision making, taking risks and behavioural disorders)
- Physiological measurements (investigating the autonomic nervous system and viscerception, stress reactivity index, cardiac variability, electrodermal activity, electrogastrography, biofeedback)